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Introduction
How does Miss Lucretia like
being a student in Farmville?
Tell her she must set her ear
for some rich Southern planter,
rich in_ character if not in fu
ture.
-John Wesley Cornelius to
Rebecca Kern La.Monte,
May 9, 1859

The advice of John Cornelius to Miss Lucretia iri the Spring
of 1859 was at once portentuous and typical for its day.

For

- while his contemporaries
truly have been..,••aware of the
may not
'
.
profundity of his advice, one _c�n appreciate it given some one
hundred and twenty yea.rs of hindsight.

Yet what is important

for this study is the implicit assumptions which Cornelius had
made in his advice.

First, Miss Lucretia's main goal in life

would be to "latch." herself onto a southern_ plantation gentle
man.

Second, she would prepare herself-for the life of a plan

tation rni�tress through her education at the Farmville Female
I :

College in Farmville, Virginia, which was just one of many such
private boarding schools set up for the education of southern
"Ladies".

Education in the South before Reconstruction wa3 a

highly irregular matter, depending almost complete�y on churches
and private proprietorships.

Public education in the region

was largely a response to counteract the "invasion" of the

South by No.rtherne!:"s who had moverl to lhe region to educate
�he newly-freed pcpulation after the Civil War.

Even more

obscure was the education of ante-bellum southern worr;en,

which was limited to the upper and well-to-do middle classes.

The object of this study iS to shed light on this little

kno�n topic.

What were the goals and objectives of the edu-

caters of southern "Ladies" before and during the Civil War?

��at were the methods by which they were implemented?

And

what was. the social function of this.class of the southern

population before and during ·the war for southern indepen�
dence.

In attempting to answer these questions I shall first

give a brief biographical sketch of George La Monte and his

wi:fe Rebecca Kern La Monte 9 who wer� the· proprietors o:f the

Farrr.ville Female College during the period· betwe�n 1859-1864.

Then I shall atte�pt to di�cern.La Monte's goals in the edu
cation of southern Ladies. ·Next shall follow an examination

of the attempts to impleffient these goals and the day-to-day
realities which ·resul ted therefrom. And finally� I shall

draw conclusions and make.extrap9lations based upon these

findings.

Thus we may be able to determine how typical and

how portentuous was the advice of John Wesley Cornelius to ·

Miss Lucretia in that Spring of 1859.

2

II

George La Monte and Rebecca Kern la ?fonte
George La Monte was born the fifth boy and either the

sixth or seventh child of Thomas

·w.

a11.d Elizabeth Maria

Paine Lamont in Charlotteville, New York in 1834, on the

family ·farm whicl?- his gra.11dfather William Lamont_ Jr. had

established.around 1806.

Charlotteville was a "very reli

gious community" of which ·the l.amont household was one of

t he mos� pious.

It was a "th;?�oug�ly Chr�stian home, in

an a�mosphe�e of warm, cheerful piety, in a family as well

enlig�tened and �sfree fr om narrowness and bigotry as prob

ably could be foun_d in that region., u according to his brother
Thomas Lamont.

Furthermore, the spirit of the household

was one of "industry, economy, kindness, �heerf'ulness, ho�
pi t ality, liberali_ty and godli-ness� 11

This · congenial atmos

phere can be largely ascribed to the work of the head of
the household, George's father,'who generally was a good

and upstanding member of his co�munity.

He was very active

in the political and religious issues _and organizations of

the da.y.

He was a member of the Democratic Party and served

as a delegate to the New York State Democratic convention
in Albany in 1842, as well as an active member of the

Methodist Church of Charlotteville.

"He was a man of good,

well-balanced intellect and sound common sense; an excellent
judge of human nature."

And he naturally had all his chil3

dren attend Sunday or 3abbath Schools throughout their
childhoods.

In :fovember cf 1850, George and four of his

brothers and sisters were enrolled in the newly opened New
York Conference Seminary at Charlottev.ille and joined the

literary society of the school, "the Wesleyan Association."

George seems to have been destined to the role of educator,
as he was a particularly.bright child.

Being raised on the

family farm,· th�re were.a��ays plenty of chores ·to keep him·

and his brothers busy.

Yet whenever they finished early

Ge·orge would spend the rest of the day reading on his own

prerogative.
he

And at the t·ender age of fifteen or ·sixteen,

was sought as a teacher in the neighborhood called Brian

Hill,•in the town of Worcester, even before be had entered
coJ_lege. .Interestingly, as a child, George was "only a

little fellow and could not speak plainly."

In one incident

narrowly missed a thrashing :from a schoo1-'··teacher on
. .
the intercession of his eldest brother Jacob because George

he had

had not been able to pronounce the word "third", only being
able to pronounce it as "thode".

was a healthy one in

sense.

a

Thus, George's childhood

physical, moral, and intellectual

Cne which rendered him well suited fer college and

later as an educator.

La Monte entered Union College in Schenectedy, New

York, in 1853, at the age of nineteen.

And while Union Col

lege was non-sectarian, there was a heavy emphasis on prayer

meetings and chuch attendance.
primanded for absenses.

Students were strongly re

And the curriculum at Union College
4

was �ostly concentrated on the classics and complemented

·by the study of the newer disciplines� such as rncdern lan
guaf;es and mathematics.

And we shall later see how the

curriculum compared to that which La l\1()nte implemented at
the Farmville Female College.

La Monte graduated from

Union around 1856 or 1857, and eventually went on to achieve
the level of Master of Arts.1

It· was through Union College that La Monte �as intro

duced to the South.

He a�d other students at the school

were hired by a· New York publishing house to go South and
canvass.for the preparation ol.a map of the United States •
·Thomas, Geo:r:ge 's brother who was also a student at Union·,·
joined them and they set up headquarters at Winchesterp

yirgi�ia, �nd canvassed Frederick �aunty, Vi�ginia, in the

Summer of 1855� where George probably met Rebecca Kern, who
was later to become his wife.

But be.fore thi_s George had

to return North to finish his education.�And the subseq�ent
correspondence between him and .!.'Miss Kern 11 is revealing·
in regards

to

La Monte's attitudes toward the South and

to\-lard education·.

The mystique of the "Lld South" capti-

vated him, as he wrote

Although I am a son of the Empire State--reared in
"the cold, heartless and mercenary North" still I
do love my_ friends and vastly like to hear from them.
I like to think of my stay in the 11 0Ld Dominion"-
the land of boasted honor and chivalry--the land
rendered sacred by a host of such honored names as
Henry, Madison, Jefferson, and Washington. 2

Cne oust recall that La Monte's �ather was a northern
Democrat.

Thus it is not surprising_that he would take a.71

affinity for the South.

Education was similarly a most

important top�c to La Monte.

I do pity her [a Miss Locke, friend of Rebecca Kern
(LaMonteJ]--to go from school-- to part with the
friends one has made at school is one of the great
est trials of fortitude one meets with in life.
There is a sort of feeling that arises between those
who labor together in pursuit of the same object�
who share the same joys and sorrows which bind us
closer than any common ties of friendship.3

Clearly.� for_ Geqrge L� f-'ionte the ·ties which bound people

together in-work and education were perhaps the closest·
and strongest o:f all human relations.

Upon his graduation from college,�La Monte rr:oved to

Virginia, most likely motivate� in part by the prospects

of securing a teaching/postion�· and in part· by his ·love for
_
Rebecca Kern. They were married in 1858 with the full
approval

of

Rebecca Kern's parents in spite of La Monte's

and settled at f�rst in Winche�ter�
nor thern ber�tage�
.
Virgi nia.

.)•

La Monte had planned_immediately to set up a

boarding school.

\,'

But he moved his family to Farmville,

Virginia, near Appomatox, later in 1858 to assume the
presidency of th� Farmville Female College1

Rebecca Kern was born the second daughter of John

and Rebecca Thweat Kern at Romney, Virginia in 1832.

elder Rebecca was well educated and highly literate.

The

And

she impressed the need for education upon her children.

In spit� of John Kern's general poor financial condition,

and the fact that the South lack�d a system of public
6

education, they went to great extremes to see that their

children received schooling._ She wrote her father in 1839

"that your arrangements as to John was the best that could

be made. [ I ]f he is only kept reading and cyphering it -is

much better than that he should not go to school at all. 115
A..�d of the local teacher, Mr. Ford, who was leaving Romney
for a better position financially, she wrote:

":Mr. Ford

is to leave here in a week or two for Georgetown: or the
city, I reaily forget which, however, he is to get $1200
'6
a year, I hope they will get another teacher here. 11
.

-

Apparently, the young R�?ecca_had·no_complaints of

her �other•� insistence on schooling.

At the age of six·

she w�s not only reading, but ·showing signs of great promise.
"Rebecca [has] been going very constantly [ to school].
Until last week the weather was so bad Rebecca could not
.

.

ge_t there.. Shej was..very anxious for. this morning to
come that sh� might start with her new book.

Tell Betty

she is trying hard to get ahead of her, she learns real
fast."7

By the time Rebecca reached young womanhood- she had

In 1853·� at the age of
twenty�one, she was offered several positions as a teacher.
fulfill�d her early promise.

The fi�st was from her Aunt E.J., who was considering the

formation of her own school and giving Rebecca the teaching
position; not because she was relate d, but because she con
sidered Rebecca qualified for the job.·

•• �I would greatly prefer Cusy going to a lady who I
know would pay more attention to her, and believe you
would pay that a�tention. I will try and see if I
can make un a school in our house ••• and let you know
about it in a few days. 8
7

Again in July, John Wilson, an acnuaintance of her

the Wesleyan Female

v• 1· ..-.,r
. + aun u r-> n
...
..,,_ o-1.· n .1· � f ·h e r· e he had been promoted
to pri�cipal.9 And in July of 1856 her cousin Thomas

In t .; '- ., , e a ·t
.

C".".'
J.

.4-

J,,.
"�..,

...

.:::,

, .. r-

-4-

1

.J.

"' &

....

"[took] the liberty to present her] name arr.ong the appli
�ants for teacher of English and the lower mathematics in

the 3altimore Female College."

Thomas had his doubts, as
he .feared certai·n 11 inf'luences will be brought to_ bear. " 1 O
And it seems that by April, 1857 Rebecca had not been ap.

poin �...,e d ..

And Th omas wrote:

11

I hope you have had a satis-

factory_reply from �r. Brooks.

If _Mr. ·B. _does not give you

that . satisfaction I shall think less o.f him than I havedone }J.eret�.Tore.

11 11

Finally, Rebecca did receive the

appointed at Baltimore.
In any event. Rebecca took her pro£ession and her
literary skills seriously.

She wrote a litery P+ece for a

distinguished publication, through her cousin Thomas, under
the pen name "Wild Flower."

And the piece apparently en

joyed an initial success; so much so that Thomas was disappcinted when Rebecca did not follow up on it.

" ••• as ·:rar

as the one production w�s concerned I was not disappointed,

but then I have not had it in �y power to gratify that cur

Why did you not send me.
12
The project shall not fail if you will co-operate."

iosity or to cater to that taste.
raore?

Perhaps she did not capitalize on her success because she

did not have the time, or would have b9en ove�-taxing herse 1 :f.

For later in the same year, after convalescing from
8

a sickness� her mother wrote:

'

"Your F::3.pa says i.: you are

not well you had better corr.e home, what do you think made

you so sick?

I think you have been taxing yourself with
more than you ought."13

Regardless cf such maternal concern, Rebecca consid

ered work, even manual labor,a virtue.

?his seems to run

counter to the traditional southern conception that work �n�

_degradfng and only the proper role of blacks.
her mother in 1864

She wrote to

Poor Sally regards it as the greatest calamity--to be
obliged to work or wait on one-self, but, you know
dear Ma.- you taught us �o. be :i;-eady to do anything in
way of honest· labor� I do not feel the leas.t degrad_ ed by knowing how to make and bake bread, wash dishes�
and clear up roorns�14
. ·

And it would not be dangerous to assume that Rebecca might

have tried to inculcate her values into her.students at
Farmville.

9

III

Goals and Gbjectives
�:hat were the goals and objectives or the educators

of sout�ern white females during the period of the Civil

War and early Reconstruction?

If the educational system

of a society is but a reflection of that society, then

George La Monte's _ideas en this education and society are
particularly revealing.

In his commencement spee�h t6.the

graduates 91 the Farmville Female College in June, 1861
La Monte succintly summarized the goals of southern female
education.

In essence their education was functional, it

was not merely "ornamental."

The education of women was
.,./· ·.•

intended to make them understand, and fully prepare therr�
selves for, the role which they would play in soaiety.

In

this sense, the goals of their education differed little
frcm those of the education of i�ew England women in tl:e

early nineteenth century, as demonstrated by Nancy Cott in

ThP, --Bonds -of ____
Womanhood.
__,,;;.;.

Cott shows that while women were

effectively rerr:oved from the economic and political processes

of the period, .they were able to make significant strides
in
and contributions in the few avenuesj\which there existed
any ppportunity. These areas were namely education, religion,

the Sis�erhood, and indeed, the huusehold.

Yet these oppor

tunities were always confined and kept within the well10

defi!led pa.rarrtJt::rs which had de·-.,.el:.>ped, a.11d women were effecti vely prevcr1-:-:-�d fr0m striving beyc;w:i ·�hese limits. 1?
A-

Less abstractly, �R �ante prcclaifued to his grad�ates.that
the role of women in sou�hern society wa.�, as the guardians

and teachers o.f tr.e future generations cf southern leaders.

Thus, they were central to southern independence (which he
never doubted for a mcmei:it) and the retention thereof' ..

While women could not participate directly in the pclitical
process, th�ir implicit role was integral.
What would our independence be worth if our daughters,
the mothers of our future statesrn�n, are not culti
vated and educated and equal to the great trust con
fided to them? And how can our independence when
.acq�irerl be otherwise retained?16
•'

Enlightened and cultivated women were absolutely necessary
fer the survival of the Confederacy, just as northerners

were later to realize that the only true way of ensuring

the social, economic, and political uplift of thei'° freed
black population was through education.

Thus, interest

ingly enough, ante-bellum white women constituted an apoli
tical, or an anolitisized, group which fell back .. upon edu

cation as a last resort in searching for a means· by which

they could play a self-�eterminis�ic �9le in society.

Yet while La Monte may have recognized the importa�ce

-of educated womei to southerri independence, it is highly

doubtful whether he subscribed to the idea that women were
supposed to remain within those tightly-defined parameters
which Cott describes.

And in fact, he encouraged his grad

uates to go on to greater achievements, rejecting wcmens'

11

inferiority to men.

Rest not satisfied with_ your present attainments, be
not content with halfway·excellence; remembe� that
educat1on does not consist in the amount of knowledge
we may possess, but in the degree of ffiental culture
and self-discipline: and in your reading select
such books as will make you think roost and may you
refute in your lives the idea that 11 � mental en
do\\rreents women are inferior ·to men. 7

And La Monte furthermore criticized sou-chern '·'gentlemen"
for their general condescension towards women.

"Men are.

not polite but gal_lant:. _they do not act towards· women as
beings of kindred habits and ch aracter, but as to beings
who please and whorn they are bound to please."

the

11

pra.ctical insoience"

o:f

He lamented

·inen who ta�i tly imply upon

entering the society of women ."that he must not b�ing .his

And unfortunately, more than a fair
share of women ascribed to this idea. 0They [a great numinteliect with him."

. ber o.f women) would rather think themselves fascinating
:..·

than respectable-� a large_ class by thei� mother� are taught
less to think than to shine.18 And finally, La �ante be
s school he would
of hi.
lieved that thr
ou0ah the graduates
.
.
.

bury for good t he idea that women are inferior and mere

"ornaments" cre ated for the pleasure of the dominant sex.

I am happy to believe you do·not:belong to this class.
As you go to your homes with the honors of this in
stitution fresh upon your brow, I doubt not that by
your dignified composure, easy grace and modesty
you will bri.ng to memorv the good old times when
women were more ( sought) fer their quiet virtues
and good s�gse than for their fine and glittering
crnaments.
La Monte's address to "Le Vert Society" of the Farm-

ville school the following year, May 1862, was entitled

appropriately "Wcmanly Perfection."
12

Rather than. stressing

the political and social

.

to

rc:.1 e cf wor:ien,

c=eate the ir.iage of the "pe:-.:�� ':. wcmar.."
al level.

�-� a very perso!'"ren the

idea of a sentireental and delica:e creature who through
love and kindness could enrich the lives of all.

Yeti:

_qelicacy was a part of· womanly perfection, then so '"'-as an
unrr.oving strength.

A woman was delicate _. hut by :no means

fragile; '3ensitive, but not weak.
Let right become your guiding star-- consecrate your
self tc the idea of duty--Then you can· justly rely
upon yourself. You may suffer poverty, sorrow, loss,
but never shama, guilt, and remorse. You may walk
through fire and not be burned; floods may roll around
you but ycu can not be overwhelmed. ·you must be
brave, overcome the natural timidity of your sex-and thus in the hour of danger you can breathe life,
vigor and encoura�ement into all hearts that.live
around you. 2 0
°
However, in describing the means and circumstances

by which a woman would be rendered "perfect" La Monte

slipped for a. moment back into the traditional stereotypes.

"Keeping in her proper sphere" would tend to promote woma."1.ly

perfectio?1..

And what was her "proper sphere"?

Her sphere is Home-- the social circle, her mission to
mould character, to fashion herself and others after
the model of Christ. Her chief instrument the affec�
tion3; gentleness,· sweetness, loveliness, and purity
are the elements cf her power. She must smile upon
th� father and brother. �Jld by the music o r her .
voice cheer them on to renewal to struggles. 2 1
Finally, La Monte's address to the Athena Society of

the Danville Female College in March, 1863 drove home the

messege in

"!'le;

uncertain terms what he believed to be the

essence of the education of southern white females during

the war.

Now the women of the South had a "duty" to educate
13

th ems el "Tes

.for the survival of the Confederacy.

'l!hile your Brothers are· out doing .. military duty :fer
our cou�try, you are here in a kind of intellectual
1
canpaign.
h.'h ere ins
•
. t ca d 01- swor
· d s ana� musKe�s
, "'" an d
�arching and counter�marching, you rearshal the fac
ulties and powers and energies of your minds, and
making your thoughts your bullets and your pens
your bayonets, you battle and skirmish not to
kill but to gain skii� and precision and power for
the struggle of life.

Again, where overt political partici�ation was impossibl�,

education sufficed.

Unf�rtunately, according to La Monte,

the general state of southern education was not conducive

to the building of those characters which would be necess-

ary :for· the maintainenc_e of the Confederacy.

diluted, and this rendered diluted characters.

Education was
What the

times-held exigent was a "thorough, well-defineg strong

character:-Not a character that is a little of everything

and distinctly nothing.

And yet th�s is just the character

this age and time naturally produce.
23
makes superficial characters.;.: 1 1

..

This great:•-haste

Therefore, the goals of George La Monte in his educa

tion of southern white females during· the Civil War were

at once quite in the mainstream and

slightly "progressive."

Mainstream in that education for women was· a means by which
they could fulfill a particular and important function in

a society which had limited them to a significant degree
and
in the social, political,�economic world around them. It

has .furthermore been shovm that La_ Monte did not ascribe
to these limitations comoletely.

Thus, La Monte was some

thing cf a Progressive in a society and time which was
14

decidedly adverse to any chang� in the socio-political

c�der a.3 it stc:ad.

Trt:e tn his ''enlightened" upbrir.ging

La Konte advccat9d th�t wocen utilize thel� edu�ation in
order to go bayond the roles which society had dra-:,ln for
them.

Yet in the years from 1859 to 1865 ia j�•:onte had a

.private school to run t and he counted on the southern
population to fill his classes.
told hi's
had

to

"young ·ladies II to go

Thus, while La �onte

beyond

ther.isel ves ,.

he still

respect those well-defined limits which the society

had drawn.

And thus, while �is educational objectives
.

.

could be called mildly progre.;3sive, they \•tere also the
i-deals to w:1-ich an entire society aspired while it waged a

"backward Revolution" for its very existence.

15

IV

r:iethods
Now that we h ave discerned the overall objectives a.YJ.d goals
Of female education at the Farmville College it re1�ains to

be seen what were the methods by whi?h they were implemented.

And in ·order· to ·do this--� shall rely altr.ost solely on the

Farmville Female
College catalogue for the session 1859-1860,
.
.

which was probably La Monte's second year as president· of

the institution.

The discussion will be divided into the

two main .:roilowing groups:

first, what were the social con

ditions conscientiously created by the administration for
the care �f the "young ladies"?; a_nd second, what . type of_
curricula was instituted :for their cultivation and enlight

en1rient?

The Farmville Female College was located "on one of the
heights in Farmville.· Prince. _Edward County, Virginia ••• about.
s·eventy-fi ve_ mil�s from Richmond and Petersburg, and fi.fty
from Lynchburg"

with ease of access "from a1l parts of the
South and South West". 23 . It was � priyate boarding school
for adolescent women and women of young adulthood.

Students

were expected to reside at the school if �t were not pos
sible for them to remain at home.

Of the 94 young women

who were enrolled for the 1859-1860 session, 43 actually

lived in Farmville· township; and all but two were from the
state of Virginia.24 The number of boarders at the school
16
..:1_

'1

wn:3 limit:-Yl, however. to thirty, \vho were living outside of

their normal family environment.
was to create a

"family"

The fi�st objective, then,

atmcsphere

fer· th� students.

"The

tupils boarding in this college, reside with the family of
the President,

and

_was "emphatically a
ence."

are under his guardianship."
Home

Farmville

School" ·with a "Home air and influ

In this version cf an extended, or enlarged, family 9

George ·La. Monte ·was the paternal guardian, Rebecca La Mente
the maternal one, and the rest of the "lady teachers [_ were]
expected to be as elder sisters to the young ladies•••• 11

. And the. oyerall goal of the �a�ily environment was to create
a "Ho!11e

fee�ing" for

the g�rls

�nstead of remaining in cliques in their rooms, out of
school hours, to spend their time in gossip and scan
dal, the younu ladies are encouraged to assemble with
the teachers in the parlors and library with needle
work or a book, and a Horee feelin� being thus induced�
manners are improved, cruiversation becomes easy, much
knowledge is acquired and happiness secured. 2 5

Thus whil e La Monte seemed to take the case of a somewhat

"liberated woman" as a goal, the school attempted to instill

those

"typically" ferr.ale virtues within the confines of a

domestic household.

The school was, being in the South, steeped with a

strong emphasis on the Bible and "the fundamental facts and

truths of Christianity." The Bible was central to the en

tire educati anal process at the school, and was employed

"as the basis of all religious and moral ins� ruction." And
_
while the school was technically non-sectarian, participa

tion in.one's affiliated church was required.
17

In addition

to the normal sabbath services, the teachers and pupils

were required to "assemble for an hour .i.n the evening for

the ::::eading and contemplaticn of the ScrJptures, and also
to sing sacred rnelodies.11 26

Indeed, this prescription was

most probabJ.y in exact accordance with what southern fami
lies wanted for their young ladies •

.Iohn Kern (La Monte's

father-in-law) wrote to his daughter Lucretia, who was en

rolled 'at the school. ·

It would afford me great pleasure indeed, .to learn
that you had broken yourself of that most pernicious
habit of lying in bed:or a morning. As a Christian
you ought to determine never to l�t that be an excuse
for absense from prayers,. and.I trust what ever else
you fail to learn, ..;¾'d:,.,,,wi�:,�����b-l�«t���-ni-, you ..
will no� fail to learn to be a devote Christian. 27

Furthermore, even daily exercises of the students were

strictly regulated and highly regimental.

One hour after

the rising bell, the students ass�mbled in the parlor for

family prayers.

After breakfast they again assembled in the

chapel for worship, which consisted of "reading and responses
from the Bible, and sacred music, accompanied with an instr

rne.nt •••• n _ The pupils then attended their classes for the

day, the daily session rurining for six hours, until tea.

Four nights out of the ,.�eek, the girls_ were required to

assemble yet again in the parlor for evening family prayers.

And a half-hour after prayer the si.lence bell announced

lights-out and that all were to retire for the evening.

AJ.l

in all, the pupils were left very little time for their own,

and even during that time their behavior was w�ll-regulatect.28
In terms of personal behavior, or "government", there
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were few indi v:i dua1 .freedoms.

Appro_priate

tir.-:r�s was 2.bs oJ. u tely es s�ntiaL
In:clustr_y , order, meatne s s and _p:.1.nc tua.J i ty t courtet1y
and good temper in their intercourse with their teach
ers and vii th each other, pro:r1riety of language; and
defo�tment 1 and respect for religion are carefully
enJoined a�� enforced as essential elements of a good
character. 9
Pupils were made to feel at horr.e and happy whiJ.e at the

.

same time a.cquiring
"those ideas and habits which will fit
.
..
them for the sober duties and realities of life."

But while

_internal regulation was the order cf the day, strict
and regulations were imposed just to rn0ke sure.

rules

listentatious

dress was prohibited, ".·: simp1.e style dress is recorr.mended
to mothers fi tt.i.ng out their daughters for this institution.

11··

Parents were urged to restrict the amount of pccket money
rendered_ to.their daughters, and lfextravagent expenditures"
were frounded upon.

"Novels and promi�;cuous newspaper3 and
,• .•'

pamphets will not be received into the college 1.·1i thout
consent of the Pres.i.dent."

And in addition to the effective

censorship of readings, all mail and parcels

were to be

directed not to the students themselves, but again, to. the
President.

And finally, and perhaps most conspicuously,
'

"the calls of gentlemen who. may be sti·angers to the Pres.i_den t,
.

and not-specified by the parents, are not received by the

pupils unless authorized by letters of introduction.113O
Indeed the social environment at the school hardly

appeared to be w.ithin the designs wh.ich Ia Monte advocated
at his corr.mencement addresses.

While at the school women

,r.1ere not encouraged to try to advance them3e1 ves.
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They were

exp'::C.'.ted to b�.: incul(!ated with the connnon values a�d beliefs
of the society in whi.ch they were being educated.

And as

shall presently be seen, these values which ·.--:ere stressed
outside the classroom found a conccreitant curriculum to
suppcrt them:.inside the classroom.

t!➔ The

acedemi.c curriculum of the school attempted to impart

upon the

young ladies an enlightening and cultivating edu

cation,' while at.the same time preparing them for the lim
ited role which they would be per�itted to play in society�
"The course of Instruction is intended. to develop the j_ntel
lectual, social, and moral faculties, �nd by imparting a
thorough, practical, accomplished and Christian education,
fit the pupil for the faithful discharge of the responsible
duties of life� 1131 These responsible duties of life for
�omen were naturally limited, extending not much farthe�
than the walls of the

h o:ne or the school house. �·

The curriculum itself was divided into two "depart
ments."

The first wis intended for the younger students

and was called the "Preparatory Department."

Pupils in this

track were given general 1nstruction in "Reading·, Writing,
Spelling and Definitions,. English_ Grarr.mei', A:r.-1lhrn·et· -ic-,

Geography, Histor� and the simpler fo�ms of Composition."

The second part was for the older students and app.ropr.iately
called the "Colleg1ate Department."

The courses in this

·track were designed to give the student the widest possible
exposure to knowledge.

Courses included histories of Rome,

Greece; and France; various

courses in mathematics and

philosophy, including Alg�bra, logic, geometry, and natural
20

ist::-y� physi.o.l.cgy, and pr..il·::>sc:phy or na"tu"!:'al hi.story;

and

the english studi.ea consisted of EngL.. sh Gr2rn,E�::-:-, Cornposition, Analysis of the English language, and .2hetoric.

Fur-

thermore there ·was a special currict.luffi for the "Se:1.1.or
-Class" which is particularly revealing.
consisted of five courses:

The flrst session

Science cf things familiar,

Kame's Elements of Criticism, Evidences of Christianity,
Intellectual Philosophy, and English Corr.postion.

The second

session of senior class was indeed a final polishing for
young ladies prepiring to enter southern society.
courses were:

These

Theoretical and Analytical Botany, t•:oral

Philosophy, Butler's Analogy, Book-Keeping and Forms of
Business,_ and most appropriately, Principles of Taste.

In

addition, music on one .¼:>trument, and either la tin or one
·,

other mcdern language was also req_ui:::-ed for degree candidates.
fmd of the 94 students enrolled for the 1859-1860 session,
54 studied piano, 36 studied French, and 17 studied Latin.
In short, the course schedule appears surprisingly liberal,
considering the degree of regulation to which the students
. I
were subjected outside th
�classroom.

Yet this must be qual-

ified by the fact that it is of course impossible to judge

exactly what was being taught in these courses.

S::)U_thern

ar..te-bellum society could hardl.y be described as "liberal".
And the education of white ferr.ale adolescents would again
hardly be one which encouraged the ;freedom of the indi v.i..dual
and the exaraination and criticism of the social, political t
and economic order.32
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Extra-curricula activities lended tc blend into the
regular course of studies. The former was merely an ext2n
sion cf the latter.

A literary society of the school,

·called "Le Vert Literary Society", the objective of which
was "to

cultivate the friendship, refine the taste, im-

_prove the manners and develop the social .feelings of its
mem b ers .. 1133

.All the pupils were expected to participate in

the furictioning -Of the society. (Lucretia Kern was the

editress of .the societies �ewspaper in 1861.)

Also, the

music students gave occassional performances, perhaps to

· the rest of the school or to the local"community.·

v/hile the curriculum of the school was essentially

directed toward self-enlight enment and cultivatj_on, it was

also hoped by the graduates and their families that their

study would have practical benefits.

Rebecca La Monte

questioned her father whether it would be worthwhile for

her sister Tillie (also a student at Farmville) to take

French lessons if there were no possibilities of her putting

the skill to later use.

I want to ask you about Tillie's French, dear Pa� Do
you want her to study it? You know it is really ex
pensive.if taken ohly for an accomplishment, and
Mr. la Monte has already done so·inuch for us that I
do not think i.t would be right for us to let him pay
for it. And unless jou think she will teach it, I
�hink it-is too much foE_ you to pay:--She hascommenced
i t--but of ca1rse if· you do not wish her to study it
she can stop. 54

And of course, the continuation of the school rested to a

degree on the 3Uccess of its graduates.
to his daughter Lucretia.
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As John Kern wrote

I hope you will remember if you get a situation as
teacher, that the propriety of your depertrnent as much
as your capacity to teach, wlll be one cZ the best
recom�nendations of your Brother( in-l:11,-.;'::-;J college,
and in this way you ca.:n in some sir.a�� m�-:i.sure repay
him for the care he has had of you.
Whatever their future hopes, students were expected
to work hard at their studies.

Tillie Ke�n apologized for

not writing more to her father, but she claimed her school
'v:ork as an extenuating circumstance:

"••• early morning - and

late night have found me with my books [ and] still I could
net find the time to write my Pa.

I steal a moment now,

for it is

a.fter prayers .... [and] I have the \,;hole of Kame' s
Elements o.f Criticism to finlsh.1136 But.Lucretia, for one,
made her dedication worth the effort.

She usually scored a

perfect score of five (five being the highest, zero the low
est)·in. all her courses.

And George La Monte called her

"one of the best ·scholars in the college and is _i:11proving. ''
_,
(See appendix for two of Lucretia:Kern's reports in 1860.)
Much is revealed about what is probably the normal
course load at the school by the periodic reports of Lucretia
Kern.

First, students were evaluated on personal habits and

virtues:

absenses from Church or prayers, punctuality,

attention, neatness, manners, penmanship, and composition.
These "subjects'' were printed on the report, and apparently
all students were evaluated regarding them.

After these

followed the grades in each of the individual courses in
whicb. the student was enrolled.

'.l'hese were wr1 tten in script,

obviously to account for variations among
one term, Kern had

the pupils.

In

courses in Algebra, Geomet�y, Latin.

French, Music, Reading, and Philosophy, scoring five .i..n each
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In the other term, her Senior CJ.�ss, she atudied Astrcncmy, Moral Philosophy, Latin, French, German, J._rithrnetic,
vocal and piano music, again scaring a pe�fect five in each.
It has been shovm in the .first pa.rt of this essay that
while George La Monte encouraged young southern women to
strive for greater achievements, he still remained within
His goals,

the mainstream of southern ante-bellum society.

though· slightly· ( very slightly) progressive, were by their
essence conservative4

.. '

Southern women were the pillars of

southern society, ·though they played a somewhat limited
role in its political functiqning 4

Th� same can also be

said of the methods by which he attempted to implement these
beliefs.

Young southern ladies were expected to behave

within the strict _boundaries of ante-bellum society ..

They

were given few, if any, personal freedom while boarding at
Farmville, and their work within the classroom, though to a
/

degree "enlightening", was similarly restricting ..

When

these beliefs and_methods are viewed within the broader con
text of American education in general and the period of the
Civil War and Reconstruction, there is little of significant
difference.

The education o.f this group in society was

aimed at inculcating them with the values and beliefs of
t�at society.

And as they constituted.a repressed and lim-.

ited group, their education was essentially aimed at keep
ing them within this subjegated position in American society.
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V .Life at Farmville During the Years 1858-1864

Although we have examined the goals of the education
of young females at Farmville, and have seen thi theoreti
cal methods by which these goals were carried out, the stu
dy would be incomplete without at lea·st a brief survey of
what .:. it was like to live at lhe school, from both the
students' and the adrr.inistration's standpoints between the
years.1858-1864.

To achieve this end, the personal corres�

pondence of George la Monte, hia wife Rebecca, as well as
·

the other members of her family, is crucial.
"{k,

i

After George La Monte and Rebecca Kern were married in

�V� 1858 there was no doubt that they both were going to be in
volved in education. ·It was but a matter of where and how.
-�
They had originally �lanned to set up a boarding school at
Richmond, Virginia, which was eagerly awaited.
v1rote Rebecca La Mo.nte in· 1859:

"I kriow you v,:i_ll have a

school (at Richmond] not after the usual mode*

bl

Carrie Veedon
It will, I

home and boarding schcol [as] has
come or ever will come." 37 '.L'hese plan3 never developed.

am sure, be as right

Rather La Monte assumed the presidency and general proprie
torship of the Farmville Female College (the evidence is
ambiguous as to whether or not he actually started the
25

glad tc hear o.f the :·c1p.l8. p:rc�:1-cc;r-; of the Farmville Ferr.al€:
'"' .
.::>em1.nary
an d. trust it may conti�ue tn flourish yet more
and more •••. '')7'g And Rebecca's brother James T. K8rn had
•
1
,
•
·e•v -- n1 ':>crreater
hones•
0

so
"I am n-lad J"our school is ovenina
0

<,_J

flatteringJy and have no doubt yo1.J. w�ll realize your hig�
v of East· · " rr.c1k c> it The Semina-r,L
0
hop.eao i·· n· re ,::1.a_rd to it ·· a,v,
e"'t
'<., •

O

�

ern Virgi.nia. rr39

Cn the other hand, certain of the members within the

Farmville community were unwilling to overlook

the fact

that George -La Monte was a native Northerner, in spite of
hi.s s0uthern sentiments.

<John Kern \•trote to his daughter

Rebecca in January, 1860
Ask Mr. La Monte if he noticed a ccmmunication in the
Richmond Christian Advocate frou the pen of a Mr.
August •• � and if he does noT t�d.nk its author designed
to rap hi.m over the knuckles by what he �:':°aid in dis
apprcival of Virginians supplying Northern teachers?40
And in February, a "Min.ister 's Wife" seei,!3 to have taken the
same exception.
length

.

Again, John Kern elucidated the matter at

I am induced to write at the. present moment 1riainly to
enquire whether or not you have any idea who is the
11 Fiinister's \'life" whose production j_s. in 1ast weeks
Richmond Advocate, date of Jeb.27 walloping Bro.
Riddick so manfully for recomme�dine the Farmville
!emale seminary, when its p:::-oprjetor is a 11 foreigner"
in preference to female schools and colleges under the
management of the Virginia Conference. She must think
your husband was born iYl }tr.a.nee, and [ she] ca.nnot be
informed that h e has resided in Virginia almost entirely
ever since he was twenty-one years of age, and that he
ha3 married a Virein:t,an wife, and furthermore that you
are both Methodists.41
'
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Kern later added what he believed to be the real p�oblsm:
who is referred to

and \vas apparently qu.i te pleased.

And the "l'(j_ni.ster 's \','ife 11,

further seemed to have done the La Montes a favor, as John
Kern later raporL�d
I think you owe "A r�iinister 's W.i..fe II a handsome present
f'or she has contributed more largely than any one else
td b�ing your college into notice and caus� people to
read the letters of your good f.ri2nd Mr. Riddick, y::m.
,should be kind to his daughters. - .

If La Monte wanted his school to be acedernically ccmp�

titive, then he must have had some difficulty getting quali
fied instruGtors to teach.

The Farmville catalogue only·

list�d seven instructors for 94 students (La Monte hims�lf

was Profe ssor of L::1.tin, Higher Mathematics, and English

Literature).

He offered Rebecca's sister Nellie a position

at the school, but she turned it down w.i. th regrets a.nd apol

ogies on account of Farmvil1e's-being "so far off 11 (she was
.
teaching at the Baltimore Female ColleBe) and because she
did not want.to renege on hcir duty to her present employer.43

He also offered Rebecca's slightly neurotic friend, Ca�rie

Veedon,

who also had taught at Bal ti.more Pernale College,

to teach.

However it seems that Veedon's condlticns tc

"Cari you gi Vt� me two hundred [ doll�rs]
an d T:,y traveling expenses to and from i.f I come to you.?,,· 44.
teaGh posed a problem:

Apparently, the answer was no.

Yet she was well qualified

for the position, both intellectually and, more importantly,
morally; she said of her duties at a boy3 school where she
was teaching:

"I take French lessons twice a \veek and teach
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Sabb�th school both sessions and go to chuch morning and
· evenJ?1g. 1145 Eut it is odd th2.t Veedon wo'.lld not take the
position at i<"'armville, as she wrote of her pcsition at the
boys school:

"only think of it-- boys are my only pupi.h3

and they, most of them, come up from the lowermost depths
of humanity:

few come from the walks of mediocrity .••• I

hope soon to be promoted. to a superior position; if I am
n�t. I shall promote myself to some other school.. 1146 But
Carrie Veedon did not give herself this promotion; at least
not to Farmville.
Little has b�en said directly of the students them
selves who c!:ttended the Farmville school and who consti..:..
tuted. its very reason for being.

What were their economic

and social standing? Were they at the school in order to
cbtain the type of education which has been hitherto de
scribed?

Did they want to be at the school at a1·1, or

were they merely fulfilling the•wishes of their parents?
Did they enjoy any of the individual autonomy of which
they might seem so deprived

according to the school cata

logue?. Unfortunately, the evidense is too fragmentary to
answere these questions definatively.

Yet there is enough

to render at least a brief overview of the student body at
Farmv.ille, and what their general living conditions were.
First and foremost, the school at�Farmville was not
inexpensive, and it was not open to all.
price::; would reflect this.

The school's

Room and Board,"with all the

comforts of a good home, including furnished room atten
dance, fuel and lights" cost $130 for an annual session,
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seven days per week.

And th!· saT.e

(;O:�t

.3125 for those th::.t

�es!ded at the school during the week and went home for the
And additional $20 gava the stude:c � the p!'i vi.lege
bf "washing fifteen pieces ( of clothing] weekly. 114 7 Tuiweekend3.

ti cn was broken into three categories:

Juvenile Preparatory_·

cost 332 per year; Advanced Preparatory-cost $40; and the

Collegiate Department cost 348 per year, per student.

This•

at first seems reasonable t But there were addi ti_onal charges
which one could not avoid.

M�sic lessons, which were re

quired for the diploma, o� guitar, piano, or organ cost $45
per instrument, per student, _per year.� L�guage study, one

..

of which wa� again required was another· .;20 per language.

And there was also an additional $10 fee for use of the
piano for practice.48 This brought the total charges for

a girl boarding at the school, studyi�g in the Collegiate

Department, �nd studying the required language a�d instrument,

to $273 per student,per year:
for lower class

or

hardly a modest sum or money

poor families, yet qui.te within the

ra.""lge of those from the planter�. class· or well-to-do middle

class.

Furthermore , of the 94 students enrolled. for the

1859-1860 session there was a total of 46 students from

farr.ilies that sent more than one girl to the school.
two different families sent five girls each there.49

P

,tJJl [

;

r(i})

a social and economic class that could well afford to do so•

For it is blghly unlikely that any lower cla3s families

could afford to spend l500-$1000 per year for the education
of their childr�n, let alone their daughters
Furthermore.
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LA fll

A nd
,
Tnus, �

those girls that attended Farmville were certainly from

0

!'

as w2.s a common problem with thr:5 education of freedrr.en dur

ing Reconstruction, children who spent the day in the clasaOne social group which did appear to patronize La _f<tonte 's

school was preachers or cl�rgymen.

a

11

The school provided for

liberal discount" for the daughters of preachers ..

Lucretia Kern wrote to her father in 1861:

And

"Bishop Early

is goirig to send one daughter, Dr .. Findly_ thre�, [ andj Mr.
we will have plenty of preach-

ers daughters. l

�o suggest that La Monte on

There

the one hand could be selective even with those that couid
pay, and on the other hand that he actively· sought heil.p

in recruiting students.

In a letter to his father-in-law

La r-'ionte explained that he could make room for the daughter·

of a Mr. Burnett "if he positively engages it",
pays the tuition immediately.

,.r.. e.

if he

Otherwise La Monte could not

''throw away a. certainj;y" whci had already made a financial

commitment.

"I

am

under many obligations too, as for this

-pupil and hope she may be pleased here and parents sati$'f.l 8 d • "51

In aribthe� incident, Rebecca La �ante's aunt Nannie

Wiles recounted the story of tw.o orphaned girls with no

where to go after the school they were attending closed

do-=.-m.

Unfortunately, La Monte could not be accomodating:

••• there was no where else for_ them to go.... Lydy' s
trying to get her [ the younger] in a school or a school
to teach, she is not able to send her to your college
on the terrr:s M1� .. La Monte w.rote to her. 52
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However, la �onte did occassionally expand his school

order t� admit mere pupils, and sough� th3 help of his

wife's fam:ly in finding student.:;.

·.:a ther

.Reb�cca wrote to her

we are fitting up the three rooms over the pi. ano room
f:and) can put eight gir�s out there, so that if your
friend r·�r .. Taylor wishes it and writes at once, he
might secure places for his two daughters.�

Rebecca's family was most accomodating in providing assist

ance to La Monte:

"I have bea�d nothing lately about Sally

P. and LucyB •. I suppose

Mr.

B. will be at court naxt week,

will get your Papa_ to talk to him about it and will enquire
about 3ally the first opportiini ty. 054 Rebecca's brother

J imr.iie, who ~resided in New C.,rl�ans, even tried to help.

"I tried hard to get you � scholars t but cant promise
you any yet.1155

The Farmville Female College may.well not have been

the "Har�ard i,' or rather the "�adcliff of the So�th. II

But if La Monte wanted to 11 enlighten and cultivate" the

future mothers· of the Confederate States of America, then he · •

most certainly wanted to work with those that had the po
tential to fulfill such a role,

Nevertheless t selectivity

had its lirr:i ts, which were for the most part financial •. La

Monte could, and did, restrict enrollment to those who could
afford to pay.

strictions.

Beyond this he could make few, if any, re

The formal instruction of anyone beyond the

very basics in the ante-bellum South, save the planter class,
was extremely rare.

mo�e restricted.

And the education of females was even

Further�ore, we are not dealing here with
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norrr.al circumstances.

La Monte was performing that which

was generally regarded as an extravagence in the midst of

an extremely acute situation; namely, the Ci viJ. War..

In

a ti�e when people were melting the famil y silverware in
order to support/a war effort, La Mente was educating an

e·ssentially sterile political group.

And as we shall later

see, the absurdity of the situation would catch.up with him.
·:,

One cari just imagine the general circumstances and

the atmosphere where some- thirty young females, roughly

between the ages of fifteen��� twenty; w�re residing in
the same bu ilding.

As· tight a ship as La Monte may have·

desir�d to maintain, ther:e wer·e certainly times when an

archy or general pandamonium seemed to be the order of.

the day.

" ••• Bee [Rebecca La Monte) says sis'" Jane

. couldn �:t lay . on th_e. floor [referring to the crowded·
li
. v_,.
ing conditions at the school) and she thinks she couldn't
get along at the table with all these girls. 1156 Or wo rse

yet, the monotony of the rigid daily routine may have even

driven certain of·the 11.y.oung ladies" to rambunctious behav
ior.

"We have some troublesome child�en I assure you.

They have been at a boarding school in N .c. [North Carolina]

and learned such horrible tricks it is almost more than I
can endure, to have to sit with these at the table ...... 57

Perhaps it was such unlady-like behavior which caused par

ents to send their daughters away to a boarding school in
the first place�

The hope would be here that they would

indeed learn to beccrr.e "Southern Ladies" under the strict
32

But these P,;':IY•on
... i. .... " .....
I..'s ..t--.
....r-:.,e�.r
,. better than

to think this was necessarily guare.r.teed..
�eared the opposite effect.

And

s0i!;e

even

John Kern wrote to his daughter

Lucretia, who was certainly :me of the school's best students
nycur ma says I must tell you not to let .Nat and his parties

run away with your studies and I will add try and keep from
58 In any event, having so many .
gr�wing wild yourself."

young ladies crowded together further compounded by the fact
that the local community was for the most part deyoJd ·

of a concomitant male population was sure to cause other

expected problems.

Or as Lucretia Kern wrote to her father

in December, 1861 "Mollie Harrison's .soldier brother has

been to see her-- His presence created quite a sensation

among the girls.11 5 9

There was, on the other hand, a serious side to stu. ;,

dents' social· life, in spite of, or because of, -·the general
circums.t ances e

The Boarding Department "err.bracing the

Young Ladies Rooms, Laundry, Dining Roow, Culinary Apart
ments and Care of the Sick" was under the direction of the

maternal figure of the school, La Monte's wife Rebecca.·

But the day-to-day chores were divided. up amongst the girls.

And whenever Rebecca took ill, which was quite often, her

younger sister Lucretia was expected to take charge.

Rebecca La Monte's mother Rebecca Kern wrote to her

I know Luly is anxious to go to school, and you and
Mr. La �ante I believe had set your hearts on her
graduating, of course, her father and I \'Jere anxious
she should. But in your weak state I know she will do
everything she can for you, and we would not on any
account have her do otherwise.60
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:�ot surp:rls.ing, slaves, o.r "servants'', were emp:1.oyed

for the day-to-day tasks, th_ough Rebecca expressed reserva

ticns regarding her servants,

'' .... l'{iss Edna devotes her --

se1 f exclusively to the dining room, kitchen, and the
:ereacher. 11 61 And one month later "Miss Edna" was causing
�ven greater frustrations for l�rs. La Monte•, r:r�iss Edna

can't get anything done outside of the regular routine.

I'm a better housekeeper than she is ••••

I feel very much

inclined to•limit the number of housekeepers [fer the
upcoming spring school. session] to one--my�elf. 11 62

White
houseke�pers were also hired t9. 6omple�ent the
.

servant labor force.
expec�ed.

But this causedfonflict.:·, as might ·be

She's [Rebecca's white hcusekeeperl the fu�niest body
.you ever saw. The servants don't iike �-her a bit be
cause she calls them "nigger" and tells me a ll sorts
of things about them, but she tr1es to be neat and is6
very ecqpomical Inlier way and I try to be _�atisfied. 3

The bottom line, however, was .that outslde of the classrocm,

Rebecca La Monte was in charge, and responsible for the
..

funct ioning of the school as a "H.ome School II with a "Home

air and influence."

She succintly summariz�d her duties

and responsibilit�es ·about as well as can be said.

Farmville is not favored with a market, it is too
early for any vegetables except asparagus and lettuce,
meats are scarce, appetites wonderfully capricious, ..
and so I am compelled to spend a great deal of time in
invent�ng and preparing dish:s, reading
Vir?�nian
Housewife, by way of recreation. Besides all tnis,
I must superindent the garden�a little, cultivate a
few flowers, look after the baby always, see more
visitors in a week than I would in a life-time in
Winchester, nurse the sick, scold the bali, comfort
the sad, and do most of my sewing.64

lli
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Indeed, Rebecca, if true to'her word, was the quintes-

sential arehtypa to which all the pupils at Farmville ought

tc have aspired.

As on top of these duties she found time

·to continue her career as an a�ateur literati• writing num-

erous short stories, essays and poems.

A..�d rather than re

garding her situation as a necassary duty. she seems to have
enjoyed her life at Farmville.

It is very sweet here. The trees are beautifully
green, the birds are almost .as numerous as "the leaves
and such music as they send up these soft summery
mornings would do your ears good--the flowers are all
out and the girls are all over the yard in the evening
in spring and s�mmer dresses, walking, drawing �ay
(her daughter] in her carriage, a3sisting me about the
flowers�••• I get so happy sometimes·1 tremble. It
seems too sweet to last, but God is very good ••• it
may be; that even greate� happiness is in store. 5

And John Kern re-iterated his daughter's happiness:

"We

should all be exceedingly grateful to God for his. l oving

kindness .towards, and we are truly so to the good people

of' Farmville for their kindness to t our dear chi{·a.. 1166

Cn the other hand, frustra�ions were a natural con

comitant to R�becca 's responsibilities, " •• ,.it hurts me

to go to the girl's rooms and see how some of them are :_
kept •••• u 6 7 And the greatest frustration which everyone

at Farmville had to endure was the deprivations and ru1xi

eties caused by the war, especially as it wasfeing fought

on their homeland,

The most immediate problem caused by

the war was the possibility of the school being over-run

by Union armies.

But Farmville escaped this fate for at

least the time the La Monte •s were there ..

The next imme

diate problem, which did cause the school great problems,
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was th 1:: lac;-� •.. f .fo0:-1 ... While res.i ding as a war refugee at
the school, Rebecca Kern wrote to her husband

I don't know what Nr .. La Monte expects to do, �e said
to me yesterday if he thought this state of th1;1gs was
to last much\J.onger he believed he would go to tne
country and buy a little farm and go to work where he
could make enough to eat, that he didn't.see �n1ere
people were to get anything to eat much .longer. 67

There were also the natural anxieties for br�thers a.n.d
fathers of the ·girls who might be engaged in combat,which

did not render the burden -0f studying any the lighter.

Tillie Kern, who studied at the school, expressed to her
father the proble�s of at once trying �o study for final

exams while worrying over the·· prospect _of Generals Jackson

and Beauregard engaging in a b.attle at Richmond in which

her brother might be invo�ved ,.

"I thought I was strong and

patriotic; but this is 12E_. great a trial for my woman
strength.11 68 Also was the possibility of George La Monte
...) ;,>

himself being conscripted into the ranks of the Confederate
Army. In February, 1862 he wrote his father-in-law John

Kern, who he�d an adminstrative position in the Confederate
government at Richmond,to assist him in getting a sub�titute
for which he was "willing to pay $500". He cited that if
he were to be drafted, he would be £orced to close the

school, something to which his patrons were absolutely

opposed,.

"I wish you could come up and see our nice girls,

and you would think such a school ought not to be closed.
All the patrons say I� get a substitute but I. do not
think I can get one here. 11 6 9 John Kern was most accomo

dating.

And by �arch La Monte_had had his substitute 70
.
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Ho�over, LR Mont� assisted the Con�ederacy in other

Bctivitv
... amenable to th�
" which wa3 ..ne�fectlv
.
school was 3ewing pillow cas�r:1 and sheet3 for Confederate

!i..rr.y ho�p.i.tFJ.ls.

Another mora important 3ervice W=lS putting

up refugees who had been moved from their horr:es, either to

avoid Union occupation, or because their homes and property

had been devastated.

Tliere was a gentleman here last week to see if he could
get board for his family in vacatio!l. Er .. la Monte
told him he expected if there were any refugees want
ing homes when school was out the home·would be open
to take them.71
Tragically, the war whic.h had been intended to ring

in ·southern-independence resulted in the regions utter

And as Farmville College in partic�lar, and all
education in gene;al, was a part of Southern society, it

decimation.

c·ould not escape the realities of war and the defeat wherein.

The educatio'!l of southern women, as important as > it might

have been for the long-range snrvival of the Confederacy,
was not fit, or few people saw it as such,· to survive the
imr:iodiate crises at hand.

The preparation of plantation

mistresses was now of secondary importance to the very
survival of the plantation system itse�f.

Perhaps what is

truly remarkable, however, is the length of tiwe ,George

La �ante was able to keep his dream alive, in one fern or

another, before he finally gave up the fight along with the

rest of the Confederacy.

In late 1863 or early 1864, well before the end of the

war, La Monte moved his family to Danville, Virginia, near
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the �orth Carclinan border, for reasons not entirely clear
(it was perhaps due to the exigencies of

W3.r ).

Here, he

started the Danville 'Female Seminary• \\/hich was qui te:·similar to the one at Farmville as descrived is this essay.

The one difference was that the war situa�ion grew increas

ingly grim, and had sever¾-epercussions for the school:

·enrollment dropped significantly. there were probably more
;.

refugees than students 'boarding at �anville; food "both for

men and beast II was excrucfiitingly scarce; the "servants 11

became increasingly difficult to control; and the threat

of occupation was -�biquitous�.. The. situat�on grew at once

so volatile and so hopeless that La Monte closed the schocl

for g�od in September, 1864.

"And Rebecca La r�onte was only

too glad to see the end of the school at DanYille.

She

sum�arized. the situation best in a letter to her mother

on the 13th of that month

I did not write you all last week because I did not
know what to -write, but now with a glad heart I can
tell you this is probably the last letter I will ever.
write in college. Our prices are high, necessarily,
money is much scarcer than last year, there are a
great many prisoners in Danvill�, there is danger of
raids, and for these and other reasons, people will
not send to school. We had a few boarders, three of
.them, nice girls from the valley, but there were no.t
enough to pay teachers and . 'Mr. La
. Monte just let them
h
go ome and told the trustees he would not have any
thing more to do•with the college •••• We are all so
delighted to think we are free. No more boarders!
What a relief! I could not sleep last night! Had no
idea anything_ could make me so glad. 72
Thus almost seven months to the day before the official

end of the Confederate States of America George La Monte

had given up on the education of its future mothers and fe-

. male leaders.

That. this noble goal had lasted of and by
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tenacity wit.:1

was the need for cultivated and enlight�ned mistresses to
oversee it.
UrCfortunately for the present study• L"J. rv:onte did not
remain in the South for but three months at most from the
end of the war.

Given his northern heritage, he probably

found it easy to t:!:'a.nsce :id his southern sympath:i.es for the
relatively brighter prospects which the 1forth held in store •
(He in fact became quite a succe3sful businessrran and
phila!1thropist 2.fter the war.)

His exodus ccnstitutes

a

case study of La Monte as representative of yet_another

class who have make their imprint upon American history,
· and of which little is kno\m: southern refugees.

Yet for

alJ. intents and purposes, the study ends at this· ·point.
And it is now time to draw some·general conclusions and
make p2rt.in2::-1.t extrapolat.ions regarding what has thus far
been said ..
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VI

Conclusion

The Plantation Mistress of the Old South has retained
a �ertain mystique in the American mind which is difficult
to define. As \'-iilliam Taylor has shown in Caval-ier and
Ya.nkee the degrees to which the "Old South" was reality
or myth was, and still is, often difficult to determine •
Taylor maintains that contrary to recent An:erican historiography, the emphasis on two distinct civilizations, ?forth
and S0uth, was often more imaginary than real; �xisting more
in the literature of the nineteenth century than in reality.
Thus, the difficulty of defining the mystique of the Cld
South lies in the fact that it was more illusiory�than real.
Another interpretation would cliim that this mystique was
actually a direct result from the ·period of the Civil War
and Reconstruction itself; that the cataclysmic and devas
tating cha:1ges w�_ich the period wrought cau··ed people to
look back to the "good old days" when all was we11. Much of
this thought is found in the literature which rose .from the
Reconstruction period and immediately thereafter.

In any

case, the argument seems not so c�mce:r ned with whether or
net the pref--CiviJ. War United States was torn by two dis
tinct civilizat_ions, &s whether this distinction was real
or merely p�rt of the national imagination.
This study has atte�pted to �how, in one small way,
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hu·-1: v::. rv .,,.:':\ :1; •t• n, J. e "my--vV
•,o n
·�-;.....0.;.u�
'- · J

the Lld South wa.-:i, and -that

(1.f

the ante-beJ]um Scuth truly did c0nstitute 2 civilization
1
0
�.t ...ion cf
na.;·1·
�,...D
- ,., on·• "'..1. ...h e er1uc:.
vne
� _ era t e f ro:r. the res t 01.. +

sout'n ern young women at th!a pat•mv1·11° -�e,�u:.1 ale Colle 0ue during
the Ci viJ War, while of and by itself is rather esoteric,
1

•

�

l"ends support to the argument that the nation was divided
between two societies which by their· respective essences

were so· antithetical that it was impossible for them to

mutually exiat:

one had to prevail over the other.

The

goal of educating women at Farmville was to prepare them for
�
the life of a plantation mistress. George La Monte was a

part_icula:::l:,: enlfghtened individual who advocated that

women·strive ahead to obtain for themselves a l�ttle more

than their society· had to offer them. Yet he merely in
tended to bend the rules but slight�y; certainly not to

break or overstep them.

Higher education in America has

for the moat part been a conservative institution in

American society; set on maintaining the status quo.
this regard Farmville was no exception.

In

Oddly enough, in

spite of the fact that the nation was divided into two

distinct societies, the educational systems of the res
pective societies functioned to maintain their o�m res
pective status quos while trying to damage the credibility

of the other.

The sarr.e claim can be made regarding the methods of
implementing these educational goals. Southern young

lndies were encouraged to cultivate and enlighten themselves;
while at th� same time they were forbidden to read llpromiscuous
41

''

novels nnd newsp;ipers which might give them some alie!'l
ideas about their society.

Social control thrcugh emphasis

on perscnal behavior was stringent. thcugh there is ample

evidense to suggest that these controls had their

limits.

In any event, if the school at Farmville ressembled its

description, which it certainly must have to an extent,

then our "femaJe college" seems more in line -with a medieval
•
>

cloisti{re than with an �.nstitution of higher edu·cation in

a land where the freedom of speech and thought is believed

to be an unalienable right.
pondence

.

Again, the personal corres-

-

and comments of these affiliated with Farmville

give the disti nct iir.pression that li.fe their was actually
quite-pleasent •. But the question remains:

what was the

reason foi; being_ of schools such as Farmville? And the
answer is to maintain the status·gu? of sopthern ante

bellum society.

And when the Confederate St ates·

of

America

were formed, the g. oal became to
' · produce the ·mothe
rs a.-iid
. .
.

wives of the future leaders of this newly-begotten nation."
one perplexing question remains: what became of thase

young 1adies when the war had ended and the Gld· soufh as.
. are them
they _knev, it was dead? How did t heir. �ducation prep
ror this ordeal. The recent researches of Leon Litwack and
1
•

others have shed some light on the subject of southern
society after the Civil War. But.more needs to be done.

What were the social and personal implications for those
whose dreams and goals were destroyed---after they had spent

years in f0rmal training for their roles in society? The
answer to these questions can tell us much more about what

occurred, and why, in the years following th� American Civil

war o

GEO. LA MONTE, Principal,
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